2015 Prophecy Update
TRIBULATION BEGINS MARCH 20, 2015

READ THIS FIRST:

CAUTION: I COULD BE WRONG. God is ALWAYS RIGHT and these are His prophecies, NOT MINE. I'm just a fallible human who listens to His Spirit and studies His written Word. I COULD HAVE missed something, misunderstood or miscalculated. DON'T DO ANYTHING RASH OR STUPID like quitting your job, selling your home, giving away your money or possessions, cancelling your insurance or not paying the rent: JUST GO ABOUT YOUR NORMAL DAILY LIFE UNTIL the signs begin and JESUS APPEARS.

If you are new to this ministry, I'm not trying to convince you of anything. We offer this as a FREE service. If you find it useful, you're welcome to partake. If you choose to believe different eschatology, God bless you. I'm FAR MORE INTERESTED in your soul THAN in your doctrine about end-times. You CAN believe wrong eschatology and be saved. You CANNOT be saved with an unregenerate heart.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 20, 2015

SO YOU THINK IT'S EASY?

One of the reasons there's so much confusion, misinformation and wrong teaching on eschatology is people don't appreciate ALL that is involved.
They find, or think they've found, some prophetic revelation and **jump to conclusions** without taking the time to compare to **ALL** the other eschatological details given in Scripture to see whether it really fits the end-time scenario.

Just like the REAL Antichrist must meet **each and every biblical requirement to perfection** (not just a few, to the total neglect of others), **so must the tribulation - rapture - second coming scenario** meet an even more daunting number of **precise** details given in Scripture.

But before we broach those details, there are multiple calendar issues to resolve:

**Our calendar** is solar, consisting of 365 days except on leap years, when it's 366.

**Their calendar** is lunisolar, with most years lasting an **average** of 360 days, then every two-three years adding **an extra month**.

The Hebrew calendar is missing an uncertain number of years from the Old Testament era.

Additionally, first century Jewish religious hierarchy **excised 5 years from their b.c. calendar on purpose** to obscure Jesus' amazing fulfillment of the 70-weeks timeline given in Daniel 9:24-27.

We, however, "gave them back" one year by adding an imaginary "year zero" to the Gregorian calendar to divide B.C. from A.D., thus making it a 4-year deficit.
Our Gregorian calendar begins on January 1st; the Hebrew calendar begins, ACCORDING TO GOD, on Aviv 1 (March-April).

However, ACCORDING TO RABBIS, it begins on Tishri 1 (September-October).

As if that's not confusing enough, their 7-year agricultural shemitta cycle begins and ends in autumn (September-October).

Our day begins at midnight, the biblical day begins in the evening, at sundown, around 6 PM.

ALL OF THIS has to be taken into account when figuring eschatological details and timelines.

Now let's talk details...

According to Scripture, the following must ALL SOMEHOW FIT, logically and EFFORTLESSLY, into a 3½ year time period:

1. Certain signs must take place that include the shaking of the earth and atmospheric heavens, the sun turning black, the moon red as blood, stars falling, the sky split in the middle, a dramatic alteration of geography and topography and, most importantly, the APPEARING OF JESUS IN THE CLOUDS (Revelation 6:12-16; Luke 21:27).

2. Believers must be raptured (Revelation 7:9).

3. The timing of the Church's catching away must somehow fit Song of Solomon 2:10-13, Joel 2:16, and the Parable of the Fig Tree in Matthew 24:32; Mark 13:28).
4. Antichrist can't reappear until the Church is gone (2 Thessalonians 2:6-8).

5. Six trumpet judgments must take place (Revelation 8:1-6).

6. Two Witnesses must prophesy 1,260 days: then be killed, then rise at the end of 3½ days and ascend visibly to heaven (Revelation 11:3, 7-12).

7. The Mysterious woman in Revelation 12 must hide in the desert 1,260 days (Revelation 12:6, 14).

8. Antichrist must reappear from the abyss on a major Hebrew Feast or moed (Daniel 11:29).


10. Gentiles must, for the final time, trample Jerusalem for 42 Hebrew months (Revelation 11:2).

11. Evening and morning temple offerings (at least grain offerings and libations) must be reinstated, AFTER NEARLY 2,000 YEARS, and then interrupted by Antichrist (Daniel 8:11; 11:31; 12:11).

12. The third temple must be built (Revelation 11:1-2).

13. The third temple must be entered and desecrated by Antichrist (2 Thessalonians 2:4)

14. The abomination of desolation must stand during 2,300 evening and morning offerings, which represent 1,150 days (Daniel 8:13-14).
15. The 7th trumpet MUST BE blown (Revelation 10:7; 11:15-18; 19:11-21).

16. The Second Coming of Christ, marking THE END OF the tribulation, MUST take place on a major Jewish Feast or moed (Daniel 8:19; 11:27, 35).


18. All this must take place BY THE END OF 7 SHEMITTA CYCLES from the word to return and build Jerusalem given in 1967 (Daniel 9:25).

Additionally:

19. From the time THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION is set up, there must be two significant periods of 1,290 days and 1,335 days, respectively (Daniel 12:11-12).

These two periods can exceed the 3½ years, but not by much.

O.K., big shot…

I've done the hard work.

Wanna take a crack at it? 😊

THURSDAY, JANUARY 22, 2015

RAPTURE: THE DAY & THE HOUR

When anyone tries to teach, the APPROXIMATE time of the Rapture, based on Scripture…
They can COUNT ON some self-righteous person, full of religion, but far from Christ, parroting their religious mantra...

"No one knows the day or the hour..."

"No one knows the day or the hour..."

"No one knows the day or the hour..."

These people are the SAME HYPOCRITES that turn around and Google "rapture date" or "rapture December 10, 2014"

Last time I checked a "date" is A SPECIFIC DAY and SO IS "December 10".

But they MUST BE right: after all, they're quoting Scripture!

SATAN ALSO "QUOTED SCRIPTURE"...

TO JESUS, NO LESS! (Matthew 4:5-6)

Scripture is valid ONLY when quoted IN CONTEXT.

Repeat: Scripture is VALID ONLY when quoted IN CONTEXT.

Here's the EXACT QUOTE from Mark's Gospel:

"But of that day and that hour KNOWS no man, no, NOT THE ANGELS who are in heaven, neither the Son, but the Father.

Take heed, watch and pray: for you KNOW NOT when the time is." (Mark 13:32-33)

Jesus said "NO ONE KNOWS" (PRESENT TENSE)...
IN CONTEXT, He referred to individuals in the FIRST CENTURY A.D.

We're living in the 21st CENTURY A.D.

Here's WHAT JESUS DIDN'T SAY:

He NEVER SAID:

"NO ONE KNOWS AND NO ONE WILL EVER KNOW"

Yet that is how His statement is generally presented by the prophecy establishment and within evangelical Christianity.

In fact, WHEN THE RAPTURE finally TAKES PLACE, EVERYONE in heaven and earth WILL KNOW the PRECISE day and hour.

THE REASON that neither the human Jesus, nor the angels, NOR ANYONE but the Father knew BACK IN THE FIRST CENTURY A.D. IS BECAUSE JESUS HIMSELF HAD SEALED THAT KNOWLEDGE.

However, He DIDN'T SEAL SUCH KNOWLEDGE FOREVER.

He SEALED IT ONLY UNTIL "the time of the end".

He pointedly stated that, at the time of the end, KNOWLEDGE OF THESE THINGS WOULD INCREASE, and that "THE WISE WOULD UNDERSTAND". (Daniel 12:4, 10)

When the Rapture happens, ALL THE SEALS HAVE BEEN OPENED, EXCEPT THE 7TH SEAL WHICH IS THE 3½-YEAR TRIBULATION.

That means that, when it happens, KNOWLEDGE ABOUT IT, WILL HAVE BEEN UNSEALED (REVEALED).
We are living, RIGHT NOW, the FINAL MOMENTS OF the 5th SEAL (Revelation 6:9-11).

The Rapture takes place when the 6th seal is opened (Revelation 6:12; 7:9).

Time's almost up.... ARE YOU READY?

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 21, 2015

**HALLEL PSALMS**

The Hallel Psalms are Psalms 113-118.

They are sung at the three major pilgrimage Feasts which are Passover, Pentecost and Sukkot.

When Jesus and His disciples celebrated Passover (the Last Supper), we're told in the Gospels that they "sang the hymn" before leaving the Upper Room and going to Gethsemane in the Mount of Olives (Mark 14:26).

"The hymn" they sang was Hallel, or Psalms 113-118.

Just a couple of highlights from these wonderful Psalms:

Psalm 116:13: "I will take THE CUP OF SALVATION (yeshuot), and call upon the name of the LORD".

Can you imagine singing THAT verse RIGHT AFTER Yeshua had given them THE CUP and said?

""Drink from it, all of you; for this is My blood OF THE (NEW) COVENANT, which is poured out for many for forgiveness of sins" (Matthew 26:27-28).
The CUP, as per Jewish custom, would have sealed our Lord's betrothal to His Church.

As Jesus said, it also represents His most holy and sinless Blood, which would be ACTUALLY POURED OUT—to remove ALL sin for ALL time -- in a matter of HOURS (Hebrews 9:12,26).

What a holy and significant moment that was!

There's clear evidence that Psalms 40-99 have prophetic significance in connection to events that took place in Israel in the 20th century.

And that, crazy as it may sound, the NUMBER of certain Psalms CORRESPONDS with events in certain years of the 20th century:

For instance Psalm 48:1, which would correspond to Gregorian year 1948, says "great is the Lord and most worthy of praise IN THE CITY OF our God, His holy mountain".

1948, as you know, was the year (May 14, 1948 to be exact) when the State of Israel was born (in what today is modern Jerusalem).

Likewise, Psalm 68 gives an uncanny description of the aftermath of the Six-Day War, which took place in 1967.

It begins with the wonderful statement "let God ARISE and His ENEMIES BE SCATTERED".
It was during that war that Israel recovered East Jerusalem (the Old City), captured the Golan Heights and the Sinai, ALL OF WHICH ARE MENTIONED In this Psalm.

It was also THE EVENT that kicked off the 7-shemitta end-time countdown (Daniel 9:25).

In similar fashion, Psalms 100-120 appear to relate closely to this 21st century.

If that is the case, the Hallel Psalms, which are sung at the aforementioned Feasts, POINT TO ISRAEL'S FINAL REDEMPTION (the Second COMING of Messiah) and His Millennial Kingdom taking place EARLY IN THE 21ST CENTURY.

Accordingly, these auspicious events would have to take place by 2018, corresponding with Psalm 118, which is THE FINAL Hallel Psalm.

Psalm 118, in fact, gives a wonderful description of Israel's final Redemption, and of the Messiah's Millennial Kingdom:

"ALL THE NATIONS (GENTILES) SURROUNDED ME, but in the name of the LORD I CUT THEM DOWN.

11THEY SURROUNDED ME ON EVERY SIDE, but in the name of the LORD I CUT THEM DOWN.

12THEY SWARMED AROUND ME LIKE BEES, but they were consumed... in the name of the LORD I CUT THEM DOWN."
13I WAS PUSHED BACK AND ABOUT TO FALL, but the LORD helped me.

14The LORD is my strength and my defense; He has become my salvation (Yeshua)"

"The stone the builders rejected HAS BECOME THE CORNERSTONE; the LORD has done this, and it is marvelous in our eyes.

24THIS IS THE DAY (THE MILLENNIUM) which the LORD has made; we will rejoice and be glad in it.

25 LORD, save us! LORD, grant us success!

26 Blessed is he WHO COMES in the name of the LORD.

You are my God, and I will praise you; you are my God, and I will exalt you.

29Give thanks to the LORD, for he is good; his love endures forever".

Jews, of course, have their own calendars (the rabbinic and Karaite, which can be as much as 1-3 days apart).

And one could argue that the Gregorian calendar DIDN'T EXIST at the time the Psalms were written, sometime in the 11th century B.C.

But God the Holy Spirit -- who inspired those Psalms -- in His Omniscience, KNEW that the Gregorian calendar IS THE CALENDAR THAT WOULD BE USED IN THE END TIME BY EVERYONE, including Jews.
They can call it "B.C.E." and "C.E." all they want, BUT EVERYONE KNOWS it's based on B.C. (Before Christ) and A.D. (Anno Domini, or "Year of our Lord".

When Jesus and His disciples sang that Psalm, at the Last Supper, He hinted that it is connected to His Kingdom on earth:

"But I say to you, I will not drink of this fruit of the vine from now on UNTIL THAT DAY when I drink it new with you IN MY FATHER'S KINGDOM"... (Matthew 26:29)
Scripture tells us it represents the Church (Revelation 1:20).

It represents the **7 Feasts of the Lord**: Passover, Unleavened Bread, First Fruits (Bikkurim), Pentecost, Yom Teruah, Yom Kippur and Sukkot.

Some people say it depicts the **7-fold attributes of the Holy Spirit** (Isaiah 11:2).

Still others see the **7,000 years allotted for this earth experience**, concluding with the Millennium, **each branch representing 1,000 years**.

And I'm sure there are other theories floating out there...

But there's one meaning of the 7-branch menorah that has eluded us until now.

It represents **the "7 sevens" from the time the word is given to return and build Jerusalem" to Messiah's Second Coming** (Daniel 9:25).

That is why -- when John is shown, in spirit, the Day of the Lord - **THE FIRST THING he sees are the "7 sevens" or SEVEN menorahs, each having 7 branches** (Revelation 1:10, 12).
The Book of Revelation is the UNSEALING OF the Book of Daniel (Daniel 12:4, 9; Revelation 5:1-10; 6:1-12).

Here's CLEAR EVIDENCE, once again, that the "7 sevens" in Daniel 9:25 lead to the Second Coming of Christ.

Moreover, THE MENORAH ITSELF specifically represents THE FINAL "7" or final SHEMITTA (7-year) CYCLE that will lead to the Second Coming of Messiah, and to the establishment of His eternal Kingdom on earth. (See illustration below).

We have, then, the 6 Hallel Psalms (113-118), corresponding to 21st century years that point to the 2018 Second Coming of Christ.

We have the timeline in Luke 21:24-32 that says the entire Tribulation-Rapture-Second Coming scenario will happen within a generation (approximately 40-50 years) from the return of Jerusalem to the Jews.

We know that Jews recovered it in June 1967. That would bring us to 2017-2018.

We have the "seven sevens" in Daniel 9:25 that lead to Messiah Prince.

We have SEVEN 7-branch menorahs in Revelation 1:10 that represent those "seven sevens", the 7 shemittas that will bring this age to a close with Messiah's Second Coming.

And, last but not least, we have the menorah itself symbolizing the FINAL shemitta, or final 7 years.
Please note that the 7 branches represent years:


That means the Second Coming takes place in 2018.

Note also that the Hebrew year that runs from 2014-2015 is the MIDDLE branch (at HALF shemitta) and IT'S HIGHER THAN THE REST.

It's higher because THIS IS THE YEAR in which - Lord willing, and by His majestic Grace - WE GO UP.

Isn't that what Scripture has taught all along that we "go up" at half shemitta followed by ANOTHER HALF shemitta or 3½ years of tribulation, ENDING WITH (thank God!) the Second Coming of Messiah?

I'm not finished. I have LOTS more to share.
Hold your questions, until I'm done.

Sunday, January 25, 2015

FALSE CALENDAR

Prophecy teachers emphasize that the Hebrew calendar is lunar and consists of only 360 days. I've been guilty of this myself.

On most years that is essentially correct.

However, the Hebrew calendar is actually lunisolar.

Jews add a LEAP MONTH (Adar I) every two or three years to compensate for the approximate 11-day deficit between their calendar and the Gregorian calendar.

Therefore, their year AVERAGES OUT to virtually the same number of days as the solar 365-day calendar.

Although the Bible doesn't specifically mention this, if they had NOT ADDED the leap month since ancient times, their spring Feasts (Passover, etc.) would have eventually been celebrated in winter.

Consequently, the 360-day calculation works fairly well with SHORT periods of time (like the 3½ year trib), but DOES NOT WORK as well over LONG periods of time.

And the "70 weeks" prophecy is A LONG PERIOD OF TIME, **490 YEARS** TO BE EXACT.

Truth is: **The B.C. calendar is OFF by 4 years.**
That's why some scholars place Jesus' Birth around 4-6 B.C.

If the Gregorian calendar is based on Jesus' birth -- how could it be OFF by SO MUCH?

I mean, 4-6 YEARS!!!

Its predecessor, the Julian calendar, was only off by 11 days.

They would have been better off keeping the Julian calendar!!!

Jews KNOW there’s a 4-year deficit. It's PART OF how they INTENTIONALLY screwed up THEIR OWN calendar (which is ALSO missing somewhere between 122 and 165 years) in order to OBSCURE the 70 weeks prophecy which points to Jesus.

I always wondered how Josephus, who's SO ACCURATE about everything else, said that Herod died in 4 B.C. right after a lunar eclipse that took place shortly before Passover (Antiquities, Book 17, Chapter 6, and Paragraph 4).

We know the modern (Gregorian) calendar is DIVIDED into B.C. and A.D. based on Jesus' birth, and we know from the Gospels that Herod died some time AFTER Jesus was born.

Problem is, Josephus wrote late in the first century A.D. (around the same year John wrote the Revelation).

Being Jewish, he would have based his dates on Jewish reckoning of time and, by then, they'd ALREADY
DOCTORED THEIR OWN CALENDAR ON PURPOSE TO MAKE IT APPEAR "IMPOSSIBLE" FOR JESUS TO HAVE FULFILLED Daniel 9:25-27.

Bottom line: **Jesus was really born in the fall of year "0" (actually 1 B.C., since there's NO REAL "year 0")** and **Herod died shortly after in spring 1 A.D.**

1 A.D. - 4 = 3 A.D. - 1 (since there's no real "year 0") = 4 B.C. as Josephus stated.

But because by the end of the first century Jews had CUT OFF FOUR YEARS FROM THEIR OWN CALENDAR, it was recorded by Josephus -- late in the first century A.D. (A WHOLE CENTURY LATER) -- as 4 B.C. which is "THEIR" date.

The Jewish leadership of the day (chief priests, Pharisees, Sadducees) REFUSED TO ACCEPT Jesus as the Messiah.

Therefore, after His Resurrection THEY PLOTTED TO ALTER THE CALENDAR to make it APPEAR as though He didn't fulfill Daniel's 70-week prophecy which called for Him to APPEAR in 30 A.D., 483 years AFTER Artaxerxes' decree to "return and build" Jerusalem.

PROOF that THEY KNOW this: in 1996 Israel CELEBRATED "Jerusalem 3000", marking the 3,000th anniversary of its founding as Israel's capital by King David which took place in 1,000 B.C.

If their dates are accurate, then why not wait 'til the year 2,000 to celebrate it? Why were they celebrating it 4 YEARS EARLIER?
Because, although they won't openly talk about it, THEY KNOW WHAT THEIR RELIGIOUS LEADERS DID.

So here's HOW IT WENT DOWN, and you can see the STUNNING ACCURACY of God's prophecy given through Gabriel to Daniel:

Since 4 B.C. is really year zero, if we SUBTRACT (backtrack) 4 years TO BEGIN COUNTING, it fits to a "T":

"From the word (decree) to return and build Jerusalem to Messiah Prince shall be 7 sevens and 62 sevens" (Daniel 9:25).

The 7 + 62 sevens equal 69 sevens or 483 years.

Artaxerxes gave the decree NOT IN Aviv 445 B.C., but actually in SPRING (Aviv-Nisan) 449 B.C.

483 - 449* = 34 - 4 = 30

30 A.D., in the fall, is when Jesus (Messiah Prince) began His public ministry in PRECISE fulfillment of this prophecy.

The 70 weeks prophecy also calls for Messiah Prince to DIE for the sins of others at 486½, in the "middle of" the FINAL (70th week) (Daniel 9:27) thus putting an end to daily offerings (korbanot).

486.5 - 449* = 38.5 - 4 = 33.5

33 full years + ½ a year would take us to spring 34 A.D. (Passover) when Jesus died in PRECISE and AWESOME fulfillment of this amazing prophecy)
(*shemitta cycle begins in the fall)

**Jesus appeared** (His public ministry began): 483 years from the first shemitta after the decree "to return and build Jerusalem", EXACTLY AS PROPHESIED.

**Jesus died** in spring 34 A.D. after 3½ years of public ministry, right smack in the "middle of the 70th week" (as stated in Daniel 9:27) thus putting an end to sacrifices and offerings.

EXACTLY 486½ years from Artaxerxes' decree: EXACTLY AS PROPHESIED in Daniel 9:26-27.

Is God's Word amazing, or what?

Is Jesus God and Messiah, or what? Praise His glorious Name!

Now Luke 3:1-3 says that John the Baptist began his ministry **in the 15th year of Tiberius' reign**.

And we know that Jesus began His public ministry **shortly after**.

Tiberius' reign began on September 18, 14 A.D. The 15th year of his reign, therefore, would have been from September of 29 A.D. to September of 30 A.D.

John the Baptist, therefore, began his ministry **in the spring of 30 A.D.** And Jesus began His ministry some 6 months later **in the fall of the same year** (on Tabernacles) exactly as Luke says, and PRECISELY at the END OF 69 shemittas from 449 B.C., exactly as prophesied in Daniel 9:24-27.
So you see how **EVERYTHING** about this prophecy fits Jesus PERFECTLY.

We are living in Gregorian 2015. The tribulation should end and Millennium should start in 2018-19.

Dear God, we're at the SECOND PHASE of the 7-week (49-year) portion of this tremendous prophecy. **If Jesus kept the 483 and 486½ TO THE MONTH, and even TO THE DAY, won't He also keep THIS small portion?**

Even a bunch of duplicitous religious schemers plotting to OBSCURE the Truth and AMAZING ACCURACY OF GOD'S WORD **CANNOT KEEP THE TRUTH UNDER WRAPS FOREVER.**

I wish the tribulation didn't have to happen.

Unfortunately, it's THE ONLY THING that will wake some people up.

---

**MONDAY, JANUARY 26, 2014**

**GIVE IT A REST: PINPOINTING THE SHEMITTA**
Daniel 9:25 DOES NOT SAY "49 years", it says "7 weeks" or, more precisely, "seven SEVENS".

Of course, the 7 weeks add up to 49 years. But they refer to agricultural shemitta cycles (2 Chronicles 36:21) during which God commanded TOTAL REST for the land (Leviticus 25:1-5).

I've always KNOWN THAT -- and SAID THAT -- ever since the Second Coming message was posted, right below this daily message, on January 2, 2010.

KNOWING WHEN the recent shemitta cycles began and ended is, therefore, CRUCIAL to the accuracy of any end-time timeline.

The question that has dogged me for the past 5 years is: IN WHAT YEAR, AFTER Jews recovered Jerusalem in 1967, DID THE FIRST SHEMITTA CYCLE BEGIN?

Did it begin in 1967? Did it begin sometime AFTER? If so, EXACTLY WHEN?

I'd been looking for THAT answer FOR THE PAST FIVE YEARS.

I'd consulted the Talmud, all kinds of Jewish encyclopedias, and other references, asked various rabbis and Karaite Jews, and had gotten many different conjectures.

I couldn't get a clear, CONVINCING, BIBLICAL, answer FROM ANYBODY.

There was also the question as to WHEN, in a given year, does the shemitta cycle begin, in the spring or the fall.

That makes A HUGE difference because the Second Coming, per the 70 weeks prophecy, MUST take place AT THE END OF a 7-YEAR shemitta cycle (Daniel 9:24-25).
Yet I couldn't even get a straight answer, let alone CONSENSUS, on that.

We know that Scripture REQUIRES the Second Coming to take place on a MAJOR Feast, but there are major Feasts in both the spring and fall.

Therefore, **without that critical detail, it could be either one.**

Jews DIFFER AMONG THEMSELVES on such issues.

Not to mention that Jews have screwed up their own calendar in so many ways that, in order to get an accurate understanding of what God said in that prophecy, it must first be "UNSCREWED".

Since I couldn't get a definitive answer from anyone, I've had to go **ON THE ASSUMPTION**, for the past 5 years, that the beginning of the shemitta cycle (and, therefore, of the 7 weeks) was sometime in 1967, when the "word" to "return and build" biblical Jerusalem was given.

After all, Scripture does say "**FROM THE WORD TO RETURN AND BUILD Jerusalem to Messiah Prince **shall be seven sevens" (Daniel 9:25).

And "the word", without any doubt, was given in '67.

That ASSUMPTION seemed to be corroborated by TWO things:

1. That 50 years (a Jubilee) earlier, in 1917, Jerusalem was liberated from the Ottoman Empire by the British.

2. That the 69 weeks that led to Jesus' First Coming began ON THE SAME YEAR that Artaxerxes gave the FIRST "word" to return and build.
To make matters worse, and even MORE CONFUSING, the Book of Nehemiah specifically states Artaxerxes gave the order IN THE MONTH OF AVIV (spring).

What a mess!

But what mortals were unable to answer, Wonderful Jesus and His Most Holy Spirit unscrambled and answered WITH THE BIBLE.

How TOTALLY PRECIOUS is His Holy Word!

What FINALLY did the trick for me was when the Holy Spirit pointed out that Jesus repeatedly connects the Rapture and Second Coming TO THE HARVESTS in Israel, both in the Gospels and the Book of Revelation.

He also pointed out that Jesus' public ministry had to begin on a shemitta.

He then led me to a particular Scripture that SETTLED THE QUESTION, ONCE AND FOR ALL.

When the right year for the shemitta is ascertained -- as well as the correct portion of the year that the shemitta cycle begins -- EVERYTHING ELSE clicks to perfection, including ALL "the numbers".

NOT COINCIDENTALLY, shortly after the Lord gave me this revelation, the Israeli government BOLDLY PROCLAIMED the shemitta to be from fall 2014 to fall 2015.


http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/belief/2014/apr/04/can-israel-decommission-agriculture-seven
Now EACH AND EVERY DETAIL given in Scripture FITS PERFECTLY.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 27, 2015

THE BIBLICAL SHEMITTA

Are we in a shemitta year?

We are, if you believe the rabbinic calendar.

According to rabbis, the shemitta began on Yom Teruah (which they INCORRECTLY call "Rosh Hashanah") last year (2014) and will end on Yom Teruah of this year.

There are some books on the market right now, by "uber anointed" Messianic Jews, peddling that lie -- along with the so-called "blood moons" -- and not worth the paper on which they're printed.

There are two BIG problems with that theory:

1. Their calendar, as we previously explained, has an INTENTIONAL 4-year deficit.

I'm not saying that 21st century rabbis played a role in this, but first century Jewish hierarchy CERTAINLY DID.

And I am CONVINCED that most modern rabbis KNOW THIS: they just won't admit it, FOR OBVIOUS REASONS:

Admitting it is tantamount to recognizing that Jesus fulfilled the "70 weeks prophecy" TO PERFECTION, in each and every detail, and that He is THE Messiah.
The year **FOLLOWING** the destruction of the Second Temple was the first year of a seven-year Sabbatical cycle or shemitta.

We all know the temple was destroyed on Av 9, 70 A.D.

The following year was 71 A.D.

That means that the shemitta year ran from 71-72 A.D.

According to rabbis, though, the temple was destroyed in 68-69 A.D. and the shemitta ran from 67-68 A.D. which would place THEIR "shemitta" 4 YEARS PRIOR TO the CORRECT shemitta cycle and TWO YEARS BEFORE the Temple's destruction (Babylonian Talmud *Avoda Zarah*, Folio 9b).

Clearly, it doesn't jibe.

Just like in 1996 they were celebrating "Jerusalem 3000", the 3,000th anniversary of it being made Israel's capital by King David in 1,000 B.C.

They were celebrating it 4 YEARS EARLIER than they SHOULD HAVE.

I know, because I WAS THERE.

Why?

The chief priests INTENTIONALLY tampered with their own calendar to obscure Jesus' AWESOMELY PRECISE FULFILLMENT of the 70 weeks prophecy in Daniel chapter 9.
The A.D. calendar is, therefore, CORRECT. It's the B.C. calendar that the Jewish hierarchy premeditatedly SCREWED UP to cause confusion about the Birth of the VERY JEWISH Jesus.

And **THAT IS THE ONLY REASON** their modern rabbinic calendar is **4 years SHORT**.

2. The **OTHER** problem with their theory is that, the Bible says, clear as crystal, that **shemittas DO NOT begin and end on Yom Teruah** (incorrectly called "Rosh Hashanah"), but rather **ON SUKKOT**.

Deuteronomy 31:10:

"...and Moses commanded them, saying, 'At **THE END OF** seven years, in the appointed time (**moed**), in **THE YEAR OF RELEASE** (shemitta), **in the Feast of Tabernacles** (**Sukkot**)..."

That Scripture settles the question **ONCE AND FOR ALL**:

**Shemitta cycles begin and end every seven years on THE FEAST OF TABERNACLES (Sukkot).**

When we have **GOD'S Word** on something, we no longer seek input from flesh and blood.

Once we **KNOW what GOD says**, what mortals "think" is **IRRELEVANT**.

Sukkot makes **PERFECT** sense and perfectly fits other Scriptures, the 70 weeks Prophecy, and Jesus' public ministry.
We know, according to Daniel 9:27, that **Jesus had to appear and DIE at the end of 3½ years of public ministry, or at HALF shemitta**, in order TO CONFIRM the eternal Abrahamic Covenant (Genesis 17:7; Luke 1:54-55).

That means that His public ministry BEGAN on a shemitta year, at the end of 29-30 A.D., when He was 30 years of age (Luke 3:23).

Taking this and all the aforementioned information into account, we can ASCERTAIN that **Jesus was born on Tabernacles of year "0" in the Gregorian calendar, began His public ministry on Tabernacles 30 A.D., at 30 years of age, and died on Passover 34 A.D. (right at HALF the "seven" or HALF shemitta), EXACTLY as the "70 weeks prophecy" foretold.**

That means that the year 71-72 A.D. following the destruction of the Second Temple was, indeed, a shemittah.

That means that the first shemitta or "seven" following the recovery of biblical Jerusalem by Jews in 1967, was 1968-1969.

And that would mean that Jesus, as per Daniel 9:25 must return to earth 7 SHEMIITAS LATER on Sukkot 2018.

**That also means the Rapture must take place 3½ years earlier, IN THE SPRING of THIS year 2015.**

We need to keep in mind that THE ENTIRE YEAR is shemitta.
Since our Gregorian calendar begins in winter and their agricultural shemitta cycle begins in the fall, shemittas will always run from one Gregorian year to the next.

Thus, we cannot say, for instance, that 2010 was shemitta but rather 2010-2011 (the WHOLE year, from Sukkot to Sukkot was shemittah).

I've made a chart of the shemitta and Jubilee years, from about 1000 B.C. to the present, that can be viewed on the top left of this page.

Hold on... I'm not through yet.

Wednesday, January 28, 2015

THE 10 DAYS ARE FOR REAL

I've been sharing with you since 2013 that there's NO SUCH THING as an "instant" Rapture.

I reiterated it in the 2014 Prophecy Update which has been permanently available on this page (top left).
And I tell you now that -- based on more recent Spirit revelation -- those 10 days ARE UNEQUIVOCALLY LITERAL (Revelation 2:10).

They are NOT "symbolic".

There will be a LITERAL 10-day period from the moment the signs begin (Revelation 6:12) to the moment the Church is transported into the heavenly realm (Revelation 7:9). Yes, our TRANSFORMATION from mortal to immortal will take place INSTANTLY (1 Corinthians 15:50-55).

The transformation will happen near THE END OF those 10 days.

But the Church is STILL ON EARTH for the first 10 days of the tribulation period (Revelation 7:14).

There's NO DOUBT WHATSOEVER about that.

There's no reason to fear. God will keep us safe.

AND HE WON'T SEND ANY OF THE JUDGMENTS UNTIL we're safely in heaven (Revelation 8:1-6).

THAT is also 100% CERTAIN.

However, it is a good idea to prepare, JUST IN CASE.

We're not telling anyone to stockpile "tribulation food", build an underground bunker (p-l-e-a-s-e!) or take any extreme measures.

But based on the description given in Revelation 6:12-16, Luke 21:24-27; Isaiah chapter 24, and Joel chapter 2, we can anticipate that those 10 days WON'T BE "business as usual":

Banks, supermarkets, and drugstores will likely BE CLOSED.
Travel may be TOTALLY interrupted.

It may not even be safe TO DRIVE. There won't be usual means of communication like telephone, fax, internet, TV, radio, email, texting, regular mail, etc.

So, if I were you - and I'm telling you THE SAME THING I'm telling my loved ones -- prepare as you would for a 10-day camping trip:

1. Have on hand plenty of fresh, clean drinking water, enough to last for those in your household at least 10 days.

Don't forget to include your pets in that 10-day supply.

2. Store some additional water from the tap for personal hygiene.

3. Have a 10-day supply of non-perishable food on hand for you and your pets: Canned or packed tuna, Vienna sausages, cereal, peanut butter and jelly, bread, crackers, protein bars, cookies, candy bars, instant coffee, cream, sugar, etc.

4. Dry and canned dog/cat food to last at least 10 days.

5. Can opener.


7. Portable gas stove.

8. Batteries, flashlight, candles.

9. Fill up your car with gas, just in case.
10. Have blankets and warm clothing on hand in case you need it, since there probably won't be electricity or heating.

11. Enough cash on hand for at least two weeks or a month, just in case.

12. First aid kit.

13. Any special medications you may need.

14. Don't forget to charge those cell phones JUST IN CASE they are (or, at some point, become) functional.

15. Towels, toilet paper and paper towels.

Although you don't need these things immediately, IT'S A GOOD IDEA TO START PLANNING AND PREPARING NOW, instead of leaving everything until the last minute.

If perchance it turns out YOU DON'T need these things, NO HARM DONE.

Leave them to the poor folk that will remain here for that unimaginably awful period.

But better be safe than sorry.

"Well, I never heard anyone teach this before..."

Well, duh.

90% of the teachings on this website are things that you "have never heard before" - to Jesus be all the glory.

What's SO SURPRISING about THAT?
This is important. I COULD keep this all to myself.

I get NOTHING -- zero, zilch -- out of sharing this with you.

Ignore it at your own peril.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17. 2015

THE GREATEST TIMELINE

There are three great timelines in the Bible:

1. The first century Book of Revelation, in which Jesus, through Michael, gives John THE OUTLINE and orderly timing of eschatological events, but not the year(s) in which they happen.

2. The timeline given directly by Jesus in Luke 21:24-32 which says that He will APPEAR IN THE CLOUDS BEFORE the generation that sees Jerusalem return to the Jews passes away. And,

3. The 70 Weeks Prophecy in Daniel 9:24-27 in which Jesus (to Him be all glory now and forevermore!) gives Daniel in the 6th century B.C. - and through Gabriel -THE PRECISE YEAR - and DAY - in which He will APPEAR ON THE EARTH... NOT ONCE, but TWICE.

I'll give you a moment to think about that...

He also gives Daniel THE PRECISE YEAR - and DAY - in which Jesus would die for our sins, rise from the dead, and ascend to heaven.

All of this in JUST 4 Bible verses!!!
Daniel 9:24 says that 70 "sevens" -- or 70 shemittas -- are determined upon the Jewish people and upon holy Jerusalem:

1) To **FINISH THE TRANSGRESSION, MAKE AN END OF SINS**, and **to make RECONCILIATION FOR INIQUITY**, and **to BRING IN EVERLASTING RIGHTEOUSNESS**... (1 Corinthians 5:19-21).

2) To **SEAL UP THE VISION AND PROPHECY**, and **TO ANOINT** (Messiah) the Most Holy.

Daniel 9:27 tells us that Messiah Prince would die **IN THE MIDDLE OF a shemitta "week"**, causing **A REST or CESSATION of sacrifices and grain offerings**.

Since 7-year shemitta cycles begin and end on Sukkot (Deuteronomy 31:10), the **"middle of" a shemitta cycle is ALWAYS Passover**.

This was fulfilled - **TO THE DAY** - on Passover 34 A.D. when Jesus died, then resurrected, **precisely at half shemitta**, after 3½ years of public ministry (John 18:39).

What amazing precision! Glory to Most High God!

But the verse that **BLOWS ME AWAY** each time I meditate on it is Daniel 9:25:

"**FROM** the order to return and build Jerusalem **TO** Messiah Prince shall be:

7 sevens or 7 shemittas **AND**

62 sevens or 62 shemittas

This tells us **THE EXACT YEAR, and the EXACT DAY**, on which Messiah Prince would both appear, and then **REAPPEAR to Jews**.

Shemitta cycles run from Sukkot to Sukkot or Tabernacles to Tabernacles (Deuteronomy 31:10).

Therefore, Jesus **had to appear to Israel ON SUKKOT**.

The order to rebuild Jerusalem was given in spring 449 B.C. and **Jesus appeared... you guessed it, ON SUKKOT 30 A.D., EXACTLY 69 shemittas (483 years) later**(John 1:14; Luke 3:23).

(For Shemitta Chart click on link, top left).

He taught, preached and performed many, many miracles for 3½ years of public ministry in Israel.

Then He died on Passover and resurrected, **IN THE MIDDLE OF the 70th shemitta**, exactly as verse 27 foretold, **leaving ONLY HALF a shemitta or 3½ years YET TO BE FULFILLED in our "future"** (John 18:39).
Those 3½ years are the period called "the tribulation" (Daniel 7:25; 12:7; Revelation 13:5).

But that's NOT all.

The 70 Weeks Prophecy **DID NOT JUST give us the VERY YEAR -- and DAY -- of His First Coming.**

It didn't JUST give us **THE YEAR and DAY of His death** - ASTOUNDING as THOSE TWO pieces of information are.

He also gave us **THE PRECISE YEAR -- and DAY -- OF HIS SECOND COMING!!!**

Look at the equation given above.

Why would Jesus say "7 sevens **AND** 62 sevens"?

Wouldn't it have been easier and more practical to simply say "69 sevens"?

Why **DIVIDE** the 69 sevens **into TWO parts?**

Because there are **TWO Comings** of Messiah Prince:

He needed **to come FIRST to do away with sin and bring in everlasting righteousness**, as verse 24 says.

Then, **come A SECOND TIME, TO RULE AND REIGN on earth**, as the Anointed One, Messiah Prince, FOREVER (Luke 1:33; Daniel 2:44; 6:26).

For years the prophecy establishment told us that "the reason" for dividing the 69 weeks into two portions is because 7 sevens (49 years) **is the time it took to rebuild Jerusalem.**

Religious pride, you see, **DOES NOT ALLOW** people to simply say "I don't know".

Therefore, **when THEY DON'T KNOW, they LIE.**

They INVENT some stupid story to make it **APPEAR AS THOUGH** they know.

**WHY** would it take **49 YEARS** to build a TINY city **with a population of only 5,000?** (Nehemiah 11:1)

Especially since, at that time, dwellings were rather simple and **there was NO ELECTRICITY or conventional plumbing?**

Furthermore, Nehemiah 13:6 TOTALLY DESTROYS their false teaching, as it explicitly says that Jerusalem **HAD BEEN REBUILT AND REPOPULATED 12 YEARS after the order was given.**
There's a huge difference (37 years) between 12 years and 49 years.

That just proves HOW INSINCERE, pretentious, full of themselves, and just "full of it", the prophecy establishment really is.

They will fabricate FALSE information, as long as it makes them LOOK good.

And they'll KEEP IT COMING as long as DUMB Christians keep spending $$$ on their unbiblical crap.

The ONLY possible explanation for the "split" is that Daniel 9:25 PREDICTS NOT ONLY THE FIRST BUT THE SECOND COMING OF Messiah Prince, on Sukkot.

Exactly 7 SHEMITTAS AFTER THE SECOND ORDER to rebuild biblical Jerusalem, given in 1967.

Since the 70 weeks CANNOT END WITHOUT the Messiah's Second Coming (at THE END OF the remaining 3½ year tribulation, Revelation 19:11), that HAS TO Be the reason for the "split".

There's NO OTHER POSSIBLE explanation.

Only a TOTAL genius -- ONLY GOD -- could have given us THAT MOST AMAZING TIMELINE...

In ONE SENTENCE!!!

Glory, glory, glory, glory, glory, glory, glory to Messiah Prince -- forever.

---

### THE 7 SEVENS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From 2nd decree to build Jerusalem 1968-1969</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
THIS GENERATION

"Truly, I say to you, THIS GENERATION WILL NOT PASS AWAY until all these things take place" (Mark 13:30)

Oh, how I love the Word of God!

His Word is ETERNAL and ALIVE.

And I refer to both, Jesus the Word Incarnate, and the written Word.

One thing that thrills me about the written Word is how you can read a passage THOUSANDS of times. You THINK you "get it".

You THINK you've squeezed everything that can be extracted from it, and then, boom!

The Spirit SHOWS US something in that passage that we have read countless times and even memorized, THAT WE HAD NEVER SEEN BEFORE.

We've read it and re-read, and re, re, re read it, and TOTALLY MISSED IT!

And that something just blesses us and makes our spirits SOAR with joy...

It's happened to me SO MANY TIMES, I've lost count.

And I anticipate with great excitement that it will continue to happen...

For those who think "gee, that sounds fanatical... you need to get a life".

By world standards, YOU'RE RIGHT.

By God's standards, you're wrong.

I have THE Life (John 14:6; 1 John 5:12).

What MORE could I possibly want?

What could be MORE EXCITING THAN personally KNOWING the Creator God?

What could be MORE THRILLING than experiencing Him and HEARING DIRECTLY FROM the MOST INTELLIGENT and Wonderful Mind that KNOWS EVERYTHING?
What could be **MORE INTERESTING THAN** what GOD says?

**WHAT** in this corrupt world can **REMTELY COMPARE** to Jesus?

Praise His glorious Name for all eternity! Amen.

To think that He is running and sustaining the entire universe:

...And yet **HAS THE TIME AND PATIENCE** to REVEAL "hidden Truth" to His humble servant...

What could make us feel **MORE SPECIAL and LOVED** than THAT?

Glory to the Father, Son and Holy Spirit forever and ever! Hallelujah!

The Bible verse quoted above means that **THIS generation** (40-50 year period) in which we live **WILL NOT PASS AWAY (WON'T DIE)** until "**ALL THESE THINGS take place**" meaning, in context, the tribulation, the Rapture, and the Second Coming of Christ.

I've known that for quite some time and have been **VERY BLESSED** by that knowledge.

But the Word of God is **ETERNAL and INEXHAUSTIBLE**.

I predict -- in His Holy Name and for His glory -- **that FOR ALL ETERNITY we will be discovering new thrilling and more profound Truths** that we'd "missed". Amen.

This verse also has **ANOTHER meaning**: When Jesus said "**THIS generation**" He was drawing a sharp contrast between us and **THAT generation** that Moses led out of Egypt.

**THAT GENERATION of old**, that hardened its heart toward God, **COULD NOT ENTER the Promised Land DUE TO UNBELIEF** (Hebrews 3:19).

They had NO FAITH. They **DID NOT TRUST the God that** had so marvelously delivered them from Egyptian bondage.

They wandered in the desert 40 years, until **EVERY LAST ONE OF THEM - except Joshua and Caleb - HAD PASSED AWAY** (Numbers 32:13).

**THIS generation - which HAS FAITH (COMPLETE TRUST) in Jesus - WILL NOT PASS AWAY: It WON'T DIE!** (1 Corinthians 5:50-55)

**THIS GENERATION - which only has faith** - **WILL ENTER HEAVEN ALIVE!!!** (1 Thessalonians 4:16-17)

**THAT GENERATION'S DEAD CARCASSES** were strewn all over the desert. (Hebrews 3:17)
God swore that THEY WOULD NOT ENTER the Land of Promise (Hebrews 3:11).

**THIS generation** - by the Grace of God -- **WILL ENTER.**

Glory to Jesus!

**THAT generation** DID NOT MAKE IT, THIS ONE WILL!!!

Just like Joshua **only brought BELIEVING Jews across the Jordan into Canaan,** our Joshua (Yeshua) **WILL ONLY BRING BELIEVERS in Him into the heavenly realm** (Revelation 7:9-14).

God parted the Jordan FOR THEM (Joshua 3:15-17) and **He will PART THE SKY FOR US** (Revelation 6:14).

---

**CAUTION: I COULD BE WRONG.** God is ALWAYS RIGHT and these are His prophecies, NOT MINE. I'm just a fallible human who listens to His Spirit and studies His written Word. **I COULD HAVE missed something, misunderstood or miscalculated. DON'T DO ANYTHING RASH OR STUPID** like quitting your job, selling your home, giving away your money or possessions, cancelling your insurance or not paying the
rent: **JUST GO ABOUT YOUR NORMAL DAILY LIFE UNTIL** the signs begin and JESUS APPEARS.

**EVERYONE'S LOOKING AT THE MOON**

"And God said, **Let there be LIGHTS IN** the firmament of the HEAVEN TO DIVIDE THE DAY FROM THE NIGHT; and **LET THEM BE FOR SIGNS, AND FOR SACRED APPOINTED TIMES** (moedim), and for days, and years" (Genesis 1:14)

"There **will be SIGNS IN SUN** AND MOON AND STARS; and on the earth dismay among nations, in perplexity at the roaring of the sea and the waves... **And then SHALL THEY SEE the Son of man COMING IN A CLOUD** with power and great glory": And **WHEN THESE THINGS BEGIN... then LOOK UP, AND LIFT UP YOUR HEADS; FOR YOUR REDEMPTION DRAWS NEAR**". (Luke 21:25-28)

The coming tribulation and collective Rapture of LIVING BELIEVERS are UNPRECEDENTED EVENTS in human history.

It's only fitting that they should be accompanied BY UNPRECEDENTED EVENTS in the heavens.

What we are about to see **HAS NEVER BEFORE HAPPENED in 5,000 years of recorded human history:**

1. **A TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE -- on March 20, 2015 --** right smack in the MIDDLE OF four lunar eclipses (two preceding it, two following it)

2. Flanked by **TWO TOTAL LUNAR ECLIPSES that happen to fall PRECISELY ON the Feasts of Passover and Sukkot.**
3. A TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE on a Feast of the Lord, namely Rosh Chodesh Aviv (Numbers 10:10; Isaiah 1:14; 1 Samuel 20:18).

That is THE Rosh Chodesh that kicks off the 3½-year tribulation (Colossians 2:16-17).

4. A TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE on THAT DAY that also happens to be THE TRUE "New Year" (the REAL Rosh Hashanah) on God’s calendar (Exodus 12:2, Ezekiel 40:1).

5. An eclipse visible in that area of the world that comprised the Roman Empire in the first century A.D. This is significant because it’s THAT area of the world that will become once again center stage, and from where Antichrist and his 10-king coalition will emerge (Daniel 7:25).

6. Last but not least, the TOTAL ECLIPSE will be VISIBLE FROM Patmos -- where John was when he wrote the Revelation -- and described WHAT HE SAW at the opening of the 6th seal (Revelation 6:12).

Nothing like this has EVER BEFORE been seen.

The CLOSEST thing to this event took place in 795-796 A.D.

That was THE ONLY OTHER time in recorded history when a total solar eclipse occurred IN THE MIDDLE OF four total lunar eclipses.
However, that solar eclipse didn't fall on a Feast, the lunar eclipses did not coincide with Passover and Sukkot, and the area where the eclipse was visible was STRICTLY Australia and Antarctica, which are sparsely populated and have NO ESCHATOLOGICAL RELEVANCE.

For the past 5 years I've been telling you that natural lunar eclipses are NOT - repeat, NOT - "blood moons".

That the so-called "blood moon" hysteria is JUST A CLEVER MARKETING PLOY TO SELL BOOKS AND DVDS TO DUMB CHRISTIANS.

But VERY FEW have listened. Even people who SHOULD KNOW BETTER have jumped on the "blood moon" bandwagon.

Since in our sensationalist culture "money talks", even THE SECULAR MEDIA has joined the "blood moon" chorus, promoting books and DVDs SOLD by certain publishing houses about that unbiblical deception.

I've also told you that natural lunar eclipses DO NOT signal the Rapture of THE CHURCH, but rather, important events in Israel, since there's unequivocal scriptural connection between the moon and Israel (Genesis 37:9-11; Numbers 10:10; Psalm 81:3; Jeremiah 31:35-36; Revelation 12:1).

The significance of the total lunar eclipses on Passover and Tabernacles is that Antichrist RETURNS FROM THE ABYSS on Passover (Daniel 11:29). And his 3½-year reign ENDS, when he's THROWN INTO THE LAKE OF FIRE on Sukkot, at Jesus' Second Coming (Revelation 19:20).

That 3½-year period will be the time Jeremiah 30:7 referred to as "Jacob's trouble".

The duration of the tribulation is confirmed in Daniel 12:7:

Your English Bibles read "time, times, and half a time". However, the Hebrew is lemoed (a Feast), moedim (2 Feasts) wahetsi (and HALF): Passover to Passover (1 year), to TWO MORE PASSOVERS (3 years) and HALF (6 months later) Sukkot.

These lunar eclipses are mainly A SIGN TO ISRAEL that a brief, but VERY DIFFICULT PERIOD lies ahead, which will end (thank God!) on Sukkot 2018.

They are the "two witnesses" required by Torah to "establish a matter" (Deuteronomy 19:15) IN THE SKY.
There will be **Two HUMAN Witnesses** ON THE EARTH as well (Revelation 11:3).

However, **it's NOT THE MOON** that the Church should be looking at, **BUT THE SUN:**

**The SUN turning black is THE MAIN SIGN given** -- over and over -- in Scripture after Scripture, TO INDICATE THE BEGINNING OF the tribulation, followed by the Rapture:

"For the stars of heaven and its constellations shall not give their light: THE SUN SHALL BE DARKENED IN ITS RISING, AND THE MOON SHALL NOT CAUSE ITS LIGHT TO SHINE" (Isaiah 13:10).

"THE SUN WILL BE TURNED TO DARKNESS AND THE MOON TO BLOOD before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the" LORD Joel 2:31

"Immediately with the tribulation of those days "'THE SUN WILL BE DARKENED, AND THE MOON WILL NOT GIVE ITS LIGHT; the stars will fall from the sky, and the heavenly bodies will be shaken." (Matthew 24:29)

"THE SUN TURNED BLACK LIKE SACKCLOTH MADE OF GOAT HAIR, THE WHOLE MOON TURNED BLOOD RED" Revelation 6:12

In every one of these verses **THE SUN is mentioned BEFORE the moon.** In every one of these verses **THE SUN is the main focus,** NOT the moon.

This means the tribulation begins WITH THE SOLAR ECLIPSE and other signs on Rosh Chodesh Aviv and the collective Rapture takes place 10 days later, on Aviv (Nisan) 10, **WHICH IS THE EXACT DAY on which the Israelites CROSSED OVER the Jordan and ENTERED INTO the Promised Land** (Joshua 4:19).

Let THE BOOKSELLERS watch the two so-called "blood moons" that are left.

‘Cause **NEITHER ONE is a REAL blood moon.** And **NEITHER ONE will bring the Rapture.**

Me? **I'm watching for THE SON (sun).**

“But unto you that reverence my Name **will the Sun of righteousness ARISE WITH HEALING IN HIS WINGS;** and **you will GO UP like calves out of the stall.**” (Malachi 4:2)
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 2015

CAUTION: I COULD BE WRONG. God is ALWAYS RIGHT and these are His prophecies, NOT MINE. I'm just a fallible human who listens to His Spirit and studies His written Word. I COULD HAVE missed something, misunderstood or miscalculated. DON'T DO ANYTHING RASH OR STUPID like quitting your job, selling your home, giving away your money or possessions, cancelling your insurance or not paying the rent: JUST GO ABOUT YOUR NORMAL DAILY LIFE UNTIL the signs begin and JESUS APPEARS.

If you are new to this ministry, I'm not trying to convince you of anything. We offer this as a FREE service. If you find it useful, you're welcome to partake. If you choose to believe different eschatology, God bless you. I'm FAR MORE INTERESTED in your soul THAN in your doctrine about end-times. You CAN believe wrong eschatology and be saved. You CANNOT be saved with an unregenerate heart.

Thursday, February 26, 2015

TRIBULATION TIMELINE

This is THE SCRIPTURAL TIMELINE for major tribulation events, REGARDLESS OF WHICH YEAR the Rapture TAKES PLACE.

We have provided THE RABBINIC DATE for each event, followed by the Gregorian date.
The Gregorian date ASSUMES that it will happen THIS year (2015). If these things happen SOME OTHER YEAR, Gregorian dates would need to be adjusted accordingly.*

Since rabbinic dates are calculations, and THE TRUE BIBLICAL DATES depend on the appearing of the New Moon in Israel, and since there's a 6 or 7 hour difference between Israel and EST (depending on the time of year, and even more between Israel and Central, Mountain or Pacific Time), DATES ARE APPROXIMATE:

**ROSH CHODESH AVIV (NISAN) - 6TH SEAL OPEN - SIGNS HAPPEN, TRIBULATION BEGINS** (Revelation 6:12) March 20, 2015

**Aviv (Nisan) 10** - 10 days later -RAPTURE TAKES PLACE (Revelation 2:10) March 30, 2015


**Aviv 10-14**: Next 5 days TRUMPET JUDGMENTS (1-6) (Revelation chapter 8 & 9) March 30-April 4, 2015

• 1/3 of EARTH'S SURFACE BURNED TO A CRISP.

• 1/3 of drinking water, rivers, lakes and reservoirs CONTAMINATED.

• 1/3 of sea turned to blood.

• 1/3 of ships and marine life destroyed.
• 1/3 of daylight shortened.

• 1/3 of remaining MANKIND ANNIHILATED.

• Millions of demonic creatures stinging the unsaved like scorpions.

**Passover 2015** - Antichrist Returns from the Dead (Daniel 11:29; Revelation 11:7; 13:1; 17:8) Saturday, April 4, 2015

**Passover 2015** - Two Witnesses begin prophesying (Revelation 11:3) Saturday, April 4, 2015

**Aviv 18-19** Woman of Revelation 12 flees into wilderness (Revelation 12:6, 14) April 7-8, 2015

**Aviv 2015** Construction of Third Temple begins (Revelation 11:1-2) April 2015

Temple offerings (at least grain and libations, possibly doves) BEGIN (Daniel 8:11-14; 12:11-12). The altar for those offerings ALREADY EXISTS. They can be offered even while the Temple is under construction, before it is finished, as they did in Ezra chapter 3.


**Passover Sheni Iyyar 14-15** Antichrist begins 42-month reign (Revelation 13:5) Gentiles trample Jerusalem for 42 months (Revelation 11:2) and for THE LAST TIME. May 3, 2015

**SHAVUOT 2015** (Pentecost) 144,000 Israelites raptured (Revelation 14:1-4) May 23-24, 2015

**Sivan-Tammuz 2015** False Prophet (Judas Iscariot) reappears (Revelation 13:11-12) May-June 2015

THREE ANGELS FLY THRU HEAVEN WITH IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS (Revelation 14:6-13).

**Tammuz 2015 – The Antichrist, Alexander the Great, risen from the abyss or tehom (Isaiah 14:18-19, Revelation 11:7; 17:8) invades and conquers Iran for the second time (Daniel 8:17,19-20, 26). (June 17-July 17, 2015**


**Av 11-12 2015** Antichrist INTERRUPTS DAILY OFFERINGS and places ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION (IDOL statue) in temple (Daniel 8, 11; Matthew 24:14; Revelation 13:14-15) July 28-29, 2015


FIRST WOE ENDS (Revelation 9:12)

**Tishri 2015** (estimated time EXACT DATE UNKNOWN) System of "the mark" (666) in order to buy or sell - (more or less 3 years PRIOR TO Second Coming) (Revelation 13:16-18). Mid-September to Mid-October, 2015

**Yom Teruah 2018** Tribulation survivors who turn to Christ are raptured (Revelation 14:15-16; 15:2). September 9-11, 2018

**Tishri 6 2018** - Two Witnesses killed by Antichrist. **Saturday, September 15, 2018**

**Yom Kippur 2018:** Two Witnesses resurrect and ASCEND to heaven (Revelation 11:7-13). **Wednesday, September 19, 2018**

Abomination of Desolation is removed. Dome of the Rock and Al Aqsa toppled (Revelation 11:13)

SECOND WOE ENDS (Revelation 11:14)

42nd Jubilee Announced - to begin Aviv 1, 2019 (Leviticus 25:8-10)

**Yom Kippur to Sukkot 2018 (5 days):** 7 Bowl Judgments (Revelation chapters 16-18): **September 19-23, 2018**
• Painful blisters.

• NO sunlight. Earth covered in darkness.

• Entire sea turns into coagulated blood. All marine life dies.

• All rivers and water reservoirs turn to blood. No water to drink.

• Sun MUCH HOTTER, scorching people with fire.

• Antichrist's kingdom covered in darkness.

• Euphrates dries up.

• Hailstorm of 100-pound chunks of hail raining down from heaven.

• The BIGGEST QUAKE in history demolishing every major city on earth, except Jerusalem, which is split in three parts.

Antichrist gathers armies at Megiddo

Rome destroyed and wiped off the map (Revelation chapters 17-18; 19:1-4).

Armageddon

SUHKKOT 2018: Antichrist and False Prophet defeated, captured and thrown ALIVE into Lake of Fire.  Sunday, September 23-24, 2018

THIRD WOE ENDS

Second Coming of Christ

70TH "WEEK" ENDS (Daniel 9:24-27)

The tribulation lasts 1,284-1,285 days (3½ years), from the opening of the 6th seal (when it STARTS) to the Second Coming of Christ (when it ENDS).

7th TRUMPET - Signals 42nd Jubilee and Christ's MILLENNIAL REIGN (Revelation 10:5-7; 11:15-19)
Rosh Chodesh Adar I (2019) * - 1,290 days end (Daniel 12:11) **February 5, 2019**

Purim (2019) * - 1,335 days end (Daniel 12:12) **March 21, 2019**

There will be a MONTH-LONG CELEBRATION from Purim to Passover 2019, as the Millennial Kingdom of God under the rule of Messiah, is inaugurated and the 12 tribes are reunited in Eretz Israel, for the first time in almost 3,000 years. 

* If these things happened on another (non-leap) Hebrew year, the 1,290 days would lead to Rosh Chodesh Adar, and the 1,335 days to Passover.

Passover 2019: The Fourth and FINAL (Millennial) Temple is inaugurated (Ezekiel 40:1; 41:1; 43:18-27). **Saturday, April 20, 2019**
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Give your heart to Jesus now, and He will give you ETERNAL Life, NO MATTER WHAT is happening on earth:

“Jesus, save me. I repent of sin and receive you into my heart, into the deepest parts of my being, as only God and only Savior. I believe you died for my sins and rose physically from the dead: That you remove all my sins as far as the East is from the West and don’t even remember them anymore. I trust you completely. I give you my whole heart and my whole life. Thank you”. 